
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (12) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 27th of October 2019 

Location: C2.04 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Marc Janvier-Olsen, Viktoriia Akhankova, Ana Mar 

Kreutzenbeck Pérez, Artem Gryshchenko, Tom Flipse. Michael 

Sivolap, Nadya Manuputty.  

Absent FSR ’19-20: Siddharth Jethwani. 

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements 

3. Setting the concept minutes 

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates 

7. Setting the agenda 

8. Topic 1: OV Evaluation 

9. Topic 2: PR Committee + Movie Night  

10. Topic 3: ODC Meeting Pieces  

11. Topic 4: Numerus Fixus Communication Science  

12. Topic 5: Working Agreements + File division 

13. Topic 6: Feedback Trainings  

14. Any other business 

15. Points for the CSR 

16. Points for the Media 

17. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening 

Alex opens the meeting at 11:02.  

 

2. Announcements  

After thinking about it for a few weeks, Mike has decided that he wants to continue working 

for the FSR as much as he can. Mike states that if council members are unsatisfied with his 

work, they can still ask him to leave. Mike has not gotten clearance for his internship in 

Washington yet. When Mike does get clearance, he is still planning on going, Mike will update 

the council as soon as he gets the message. Mike will take more responsibilities in the PR file 

and in his existing files. Nadya stresses that Mike should mind his mental state.  

 

191127-1: Mike will set up a meeting with Sid (to make a planning for a project / work that can 

be done before Mike leaves in February.) 

 

3. Setting the concept minutes 

The minutes of PV 11 are set with some changes.  

 

4. Action points  

The action list is updated.  

 

5. Mail  

191127-2: PR taskforce will respond to the Green office on promoting their survey in the Toilet 

Paper (are we doing it, and when?).  

 

6. Updates 

Update delegate to the CSR 

Last week was pretty intense for the CSR as we were preparing for our OV that happened on 

the 26th of November. A lot of important topics were discussed, so feel free to approach me 

and ask about insights and outcomes. Furthermore, I had a meeting with FNWI/Honours Dean 

and we had a nice chat regarding the university's vision on the development of Honours 

Programs.  

If there is any committee that will stand out this week in CSR - that is PR. There will 

be 4 meeting pieces brought up by PR to the upcoming PV (that's a year record!). So, as we say 

in Communication Science - "PR is a way to market your success". Finally, the CSR is really 

interested in our opinion regarding the council visits (I hope we will have time to discuss this 

topic in the end of the meeting). 

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda was set without any changes.  

 

8. Topic 1: OV Evaluation (phase: orientation) 

The council evaluates the consultation meeting with the dean which took place on 21/11/19. 

The action points are discussed. The action point for Artem was not a general one 

(discrimination), but it just had to be focussed on the case with the Turkish student. The action 
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point will be adjusted accordingly. Another action point, regarding the translation about the 

OER’en, turned out to be only about the programs with an English minor, not about all 

programs. Robin asks all council members to review and respond on the action points next time, 

it is important to get feedback from the council members.  

 

191127-3: Artem will ask the CSR to discuss with the CvB steps that can be taken to get more 

information available to students regarding the handling of the incident with the Turkish 

student.   

 

9. Topic 2: PR committee + movie night (phase: orientation/decision) 

The council is updated on the activity and discussions surrounding the PR committee. Alex 

would like to look at the working agreements as well. We are not having a movie night hosted 

by the FSR. Alex thinks it is good that the discussion of last Tuesday (via Whatsapp) happened, 

it is starting new discussions on the PR taskforce.  

Artem was thinking about the proposal to merge the PR committee with the O&C 

committee. Due to time constraints and insufficient manpower, merging might be helpful. The 

O&C committee could consist of two parts; one that Tom is chairing, one that Artem is chairing. 

Merging means that no decisions that can be done in the committee or in the taskforce; 

everything will be taken to a vote in the PV. Artem will still be responsible for the PR action 

points, so Tom’s workload would not have to increase that much.  

However, Nadya was already thinking about decreasing her workload, increasing 

workload by taking on PR tasks is not an option for her. Tom thinks it might be nice to merge, 

it will be easier to stay up to date with the PR. But we have to think about the amount of time 

we are going to spend on PR, Tom thinks it should not be half of the O&C meeting. Artem 

thinks it should be 50/50, since student involvement is an important goal to this year’s council. 

 

At this moment, the PR agenda and PR minutes are sent to all council members, to increase 

transparency. For the next 2 or 3 weeks, we could shove the ‘to the PR’ agenda point up to the 

beginning of the meeting. ‘to the CSR’ will stay near the end of the meeting.  

Birgit: the beginning part of every PV (action list, announcements) is already taking so 

long, and the focus of the FSR should stay on the medezeggenschap topics. Birgit is worried 

that the important topics (like numerus fixus for Commumication Science) will be rushed and 

decision-making will be more diffucult. Artem thinks we should not focus on PR more, but that 

what the PR is doing, could be more structured and more transparent.  

Vika thinks that merging will not work out. Usually, PR spends all 2 hours to discuss 

its work, how are we going to have this time? Tom thinks it is about efficiency: most of the 

O&C meetings take 1,5 hours now, if we will work more efficiently, we could do it in one hour 

and a quarter. Who will be the responsible person for the council in the end? A lot of things 

need to be discussed and more information needs to be gained in order to make a decision on a 

possible merge. Artem: the idea of merging was that we would have more manpower, but when 
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we would merge, we would have 30 minutes for PR instead of 2 hours, and we should not put 

more work on Nadya, so we would have less time and only 1 member more for PR… 

 

For now, we do not have enough information for the decision. We will have a vote in next 

week’s PV. Most important question: is merging going to be an efficient and feasible choice 

for the council?   

 

191127-4: Tom or Artem will write a meeting piece on merging PR and O&C.  

 

10. Topic 3: ODC Meeting Pieces (phase: discussion) 

The council is given the opportunity to discuss the agenda and meeting pieces which were 

prepared for the ODC meetings. Birgit has sent a revised agenda for the ODC of social sciences. 

Alex thinks that if the council states bold statements, we should have some information to back 

them up. The council decides to review the document in the Google drive and write comments 

where necessary.  

 

11. Topic 4: Numerus Fixus Communication Science (phase: orientation) 

The council discusses the meeting piece on numerus fixus at Communication Science. The 

faculty / program administration thinks that numerus fixus will make it possible to guarantee 

quality of education in the future.  

Birgit thinks that numerus fixus is discriminating. How is the programme going to tackle 

the discrimination that we are not aware of? Tom thinks we will not be at risk of discriminating 

based on (for example) accents, since the selection procedure consists of just a lecture day and 

an online test.  

Selection process: everyone is getting a positive / negative study advice. If there is a 

numerus fixus, students will actually have to listen to the negative study advice. 61% gets a 

positive advice and 39% does not. Alex: the initial test is not very precise. Tom: the test is 

mostly for the student, not for the program. That will ask for a different kind of motivation to 

do the test than when it is obligatory or informative. Teun thinks that when Communication is 

selecting students based on the test, the structuring of the test will be better, which means the 

current 61/39 division is not meaningful for future image. Birgit is worried about diversity / 

selection before applying to a numerus fixus program. Students with lower SES will be less 

likely to apply in the fist place. UvA matching will be separate from the numerus fixus. Artem 

agrees with Brigit to a certain extent: the UvA does have a bad reputation when it comes to 

diversity.  

Vika: Dutch people are more likely to drop out and to get a negative advice. So more 

international students will get a positive advice and there will be more internationals in the 

program. The Dutch program will be less represented.  

Tom wants to attend the Communication Science numerus fixus meeting as well, since 

he is the file holder of numerus fixus.  
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12. Topic 5: Working Agreements + File Division (phase: discussion) 

The council is reminded of the working agreements and file divisions. The working agreements 

were signed in the beginning of the year, but we are not consistently keeping to them. It would 

be a good idea for council members to look over the agreements once in a while.  

It often happens that there is more than one person responsible for a task: if this is the 

case, both persons are equally responsible. In Alex’ vision, introducing one person that is 

ultimately responsible for a task will be clearer. When there is a first and second person 

responsible (for instance for writing a meeting piece), the first person will be the most 

responsible person. Birgit thinks that the committee chairs should be responsible in the end, 

Alex thinks that every main file holder should be the most responsible person.  

Some files are more active than other files. If a file has been ‘sleeping’ for a while, this 

does not mean that nothing can happen with it. Teun: since Mike is not planning on working 

the obligatory 15 hours on his files, we should look at the files that Mike is working on, so work 

pressure on the other file holders won’t increase too much. We should look at a different 

division. Birgit: we should have someone working on the platform for BoS and PC students.  

 

191127-5: All council members write a short evaluation on their own files, look at the progress 

that has been made, and future plans (drop the file, start a new project)? Everyone shares the 

evaluation with their committee. (Evaluation of not more than 1 page per person) 

191127-6: Alex will make a template of what file evaluations should look like.  

 

13. Topic 6: Feedback Trainings (phase: discussion) 

The council is reminded of the working agreements and file divisions. It is good for us to 

understand and address conflicts like we had last week. We could follow a training on how to 

give and receive feedback. Arend could give us two sessions: how to give feedback structurally 

(theory) and how to apply it, in the second meeting (practically). This could regard feedback 

on work performance or working relationships. It should take one hour for the training, and one 

hour for the feedback session (maybe after the council activity). Arend is willing to give the 

training for free.  

 

14. Any other business 

Platform for BoS and PC students (Birgit). The FSR was asked for the contact info of all 

possible members. Mike: we should look into privacy laws: maybe we cannot share personal 

info. Birgit will make sure we ask consent of the people involved. 

 

191127-7: All ODC’s ask the personal contact info of their PC members and BoS-students. 

Mike will make sure the platform is set up.  

 

15. Points for the CSR 
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There was a proposal by the CSR to conduct a joint PV, once a year. Options are the CSR 

attending a PV of the FSR, the FSR attending a PV of the CSR, or scheduling an extra PV. 

Birgit is questioning how necessary it is to discuss everything (not relevant), but it would be 

nice to have an informal meeting to get to know each other. The FSR is in favour of setting up 

a separate and informal meeting.  

 

16. Points for the Media 

No time to discuss this topic. 

 

17. Questions and Closing  

Alex closes the meeting at 12:55.  
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Action list 

191127-1: Mike will set up a meeting with Sid (to make a planning for a project / work that can 

be done before Mike leaves in February.) 

191127-2: PR taskforce will respond to the Green office on promoting their survey in the Toilet 

Paper (are we doing it, and when?).  

191127-3: Artem will ask the CSR to ask the CSR to ask the CvB as to what can be done to get 

more information available to students regarding the handling of the incident with the Turkish 

student.   

191127-4: Tom or Artem will write a meeting piece on merging PR and O&C. 

191127-5: All council members write a short evaluation on their own files, look at the progress 

that has been make, and future plans (drop the file, start a new project)? Everyone shares the 

evaluation with their committee. (Evaluation of not more than 1 page per person) 

191127-6: Alex will make a template of what file evaluations should look like.  

191127-7: All ODC’s ask the personal contact info of their PC members and BoS-students. 

Mike will make sure the platform is set up.  

191120-5: Sid (diversity / accountability) and the fileholders for course evaluations, housing, 

online lectures will write meeting pieces for the ODC’s. 

191120-6: Artem will set up (invite) the ODC communication science.  

191113-6: Birgit will write a rough version of the evaluation on the DoR 

191106-3: Teun and Birgit will ask Tom Verhoek whether the problem with double room 

bookings (due to the use of two different applications) can be solved. 

191106-7: Teun asks the study associations in the Fv-FMG on whether students are using the 

rooms booked by the associations for studying for exam weeks. (If it it is necessary Robin will 

email Sterre on whether the FSR can book rooms for students as well.) 

191014-10: Minou sends the hoodies to the printing company.  

191014-13: O&F committee look into the contracts with Cormet (result of policy plan). 

191007-3: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at Psychology on the budget 

of the FMG. 

191007-11: Teun and Tom schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme directors 

for the ODC POW. 

 

 


